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Abstract

Aiming at the problem of replica selection optimization in cloud storage 

load balancing technology, a new dynamic selection algorithm based on genetic 

algorithm(GASA in short ) is proposed. According to the principle of genetic algorithm, 

the model of dynamic selection strategy based on genetic algorithm is constructed, and 

then the key steps of the replica selection criteria and genetic algorithm are mapped, and 

then the optimal solution is obtained by using the probability equation. Lastly. simulation 

results from cloud test bed. which is based on Optorsim. show that GASA can reduce data 

access latency and bandwidth consumption. and effectively achieve cloud load balancing 

between storage nodes and improve the speed of data access. 
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1. Introduction 

With the continuously rapid development of internet technology, explosively growing 

information follows up with it. In addition, order of magnitudes for amount of information 

acquired by end users is gradually tending to quantization. How to acquire required 

information through a simple path or method from massive amounts of information for 

end users has become a realistic question that has troubled end users for a long time. The 

occurrence and constant popularity of cloud computing make cloud storage become a 

resource information sharing technology with seamless integration[1]. In the process of 

conducting cloud storage, cloud computing center needs to copy massive data resource 

information into multiple physical devices of cloud storage and provides related services 

in line with virtual hosts. Because massive data resources are very enormous, the position 

of virtual hosts is ever-changing. Furthermore, network loading is equipped with 

uncertainty and difference of physical server processing capacity, so that virtual resource 

information loading is unbalanced [2, 3, 4]. Therefore, in the process of cloud storage 

resource allocation, how to select reasonable replica selective and scheduling algorithm is 

the key and core of the entire cloud network resource allocation[5]. 

Replica selective and scheduling algorithm of cloud storage load balance is a very 

important algorithm. At present, many scholars and experts at home and abroad have 

studied it, which becomes a research hotspot and is a process that mainly selects a 

reasonable and available replica in the distributed cloud computing environment [6]. In 

the process of selecting replica, it depends on a great number of factors, primarily 

including the position of placing replica, data size of replica, network bandwidth and 

delay, network state between virtual hosts and servers, node load condition of placing 

replica, and I/O reading rate of disk itself, etc[7].  Sari et al[8] designed a set of game 

strategies aiming at transcript action to obtain the optimized combination including 

participators of replicaand client. This is called as the Nash Equilibrium. Being specific to 
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network load change, Govinda et al [9] designed a set of data transmission regression 

forecast model based on GridFTP, but this model needs to collect a mass of historical 

data. Ye et al[10] analyzed relevant factors of impacting replica selection, combined with 

grey system correlation theory to predict corresponding time of replica and established a 

set of GM(1, 1) gray level dynamic fitting model. Mostafa et al [11] utilized modern 

integrated intelligence algorithm to select major factors of impacting replica selection and 

designed a replica selective strategy based on ant colony algorithm. Genetic 

algorithm[12,13]
 
has positive feedback and cooperativity, so that it can be better applied 

and distributed in storage system. Moreover, expandability equipped makes it better adapt 

to network structure and replica dynamics, so as to change cloud storage environment.  

Aiming at problems faced by the replica selection strategy, this paper proposes a 

Pheromone-based genetic algorithm adaptive selection algorithm in cloud storage (for 

short GASA). The algorithm makes use of replica genetic algorithm to carry out dynamic 

interaction between pheromone and cloud storage environment, adjusts replica selection 

strategy by virtue of feedback information, conducts overlapping mutation constantly, and 

ultimately obtains optimal solution of replica selection. This algorithm selects the most 

suitable replica to place in accordance with replica node load data, so as to realize replica 

distribution and load balance processing of virtual machine cluster.  

 

2. Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic Algorithm simulates biotic population evolutionary mechanism in natural 

environment, including multiply, overlapping and mutation, etc. Looking for optimal 

solution by using this mechanism is a self-adapting optimal probabilistic 

algorithm[14][15]. The specific flow chart of optimization problem algorithm based on 

genetic algorithm is shown in Figure 1:  

Figure 1.  Flow Chart of Genetic Algorithm 

Here group initialization initializes particle swarm population for every particle in the 

entire group. Fitness computing module calculates individual fitness value through preset 

fitness computational formula. Updating module updates individual optimal particles and 

group optimal particles in line with fitness value. Individual optimal overlapping 

intersects individuals and individual optimal particles to obtain a new particle; Group 

optimal overlapping intersects individuals and group optimal particles to obtain a new 

particle; Particle mutation refers to the new particle through particle mutation.  

Specific steps of algorithm[16], first of all, initialize particles, set up the corresponding 

fitness function, calculate particles through the fitness function, update particles 

constantly; conduct individual optimal overlapping and whole optimal overlapping on 

particles, obtain mutation particles, and judge whether the algorithm ends or doesn’ t. If 

it doesn’ t end, it will continue to repeat the above-mentioned process until the algorithm 

finds out optimal solution or the algorithm reaches the end of iterations.  

The GASA algorithm proposed in this paper obtains replica probabilistic information 

in cloud storage environment by virtue of group constant overlapping, realization of 

mutation mechanism and environmental dynamic interaction and ultimately gains optimal 

replica. Applying genetic algorithm to replica dynamic selection process mainly includes 

advantages in two aspects:(1) Genetic algorithm ultimately can achieve the optimal 

solution by using this mechanism constantly in the process of overlapping and mutation. 

(2) It is a distributed optimization algorithm that can adapt to distributed environment and 
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adopts an overlapping mutation strategy to enlighten optimization for the optimal 

solution.  

 

3.  Dynamic Prediction Selection Algorithm of Cloud Storage 

Here GASA algorithm will be introduced in details from chromosome coding, 

pheromone updating and algorithm flow, etc., aspects.  

 

3.1．Chromosome Coding  

Aiming at the transcript selection optimization problem in cloud storage, the algorithm 

selects binary system to code[17][18]
.
 The specific rules of coding mean that once users 

select to use data resource information of this replica, the corresponding value will be set 

up as 1. Otherwise, it will be set up as 0. Binary coding rule can greatly reduce and shrink 

searching space and is beneficial to speed up entire optimal rate of the algorithm. In the 

process of chromosome coding, nodes of storage position for every replica in cloud 

storage environment will request to send and predict replica price in line with different 

users and compare with reservation price of corresponding users. Once predicted replica 

price is lower than user reservation price, this predicted replica price should be retained.  

 

3.2． Calculation of Fitness Function  

m replicas of a data resource in cloud storage environment adopt set Replica to express. 

The specific formula is as follows:  

 

                                        
                                                 (1) 

 

In the storage environment, n users select costs required by m resources to adopt a set 

Xij, n*m matrix to express:  

   

 

   

                                                                                  

(2) 

 

 

 

In the Formula (2), xn1, xn2, …, xnm refers to resource cost required by replica, which is 

selected by n
th
 user.  

It is necessary to adopt set Bandwidth to refer to corresponding network bandwidth 

situation of m nodes in the data transmission path. The specific situation is shown as 

follows:  

 

                                           (3) 

 

The vector V is applied to express whether j
th
 node to acquire replica resource 

information situation. The specific situation is shown as follows:   
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In the Formula (4), j=1, 2, 3,…, m. As vj=1, it refers to acquire replica resource 

information from the j
th
 node. Otherwise, it means that it doesn’t acquire resource 

information from the j
th
 node.  

In the initialization phase of the algorithm, assuming that predicted price of all replicas 

is lower than reservation price of users. Initialized chromosome coding is a random 0-1 
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coding sequence. Any replica on the node should satisfy two constraint conditions: cost 

required by acquiring replica resources is the minimum. Bandwidth allocated by replica 

resources is the maximum. The specific expression is as follows:  

 

                                                                              （5） 

 

                                  

                                                                                          （6） 

 

In the Formula (6), in order to better analyze influences of related parameters on target 

value, the formula is translated into:  

 

                                                                                   （7） 

 

 

In the Formula (7), P is a very large constant, P>0. Therefore, strategy selection fitness 

function of replica can be expressed as:  

 

                                                                          （8） 

 

Aiming at the Formula(8), α is weight factor. If α is larger, it indicates that this user 

requires smaller cost for acquiring replica resource expenses. Otherwise, if 1-α is larger, it 

means that the user requires for larger network bandwidth in cloud storage environment. 

There are two different emphases.  

 

3.3．Pheromone Generation  

Replica selection strategy fitness function designed is regard as initial pheromone 

distribution correlation situation. When t=0, generation and computational formula of 

pheromone are as follows:  

 

                                                                         （9） 

 

In the following time, pheromone will update constantly. The specific form of updating 

is as follows:  

     

                                                                                 （10） 

 

In the Formula (10), variable P in the formula refers to residual coefficient of 

pheromone, which is set up as 0.8 in line with empirical value in the experimental 

process. 
j

means that with the continuous renewal of selection replica resource 

information and actual variation of pheromone, computational formula can be divided 

into three situations in line with actual situation:  

(1) When user adopt the way of remote access to access replica information resource, it 

is necessary to reduce pheromone concentration of this replica. The main reason is 

because if pheromone concentration of the replica is recued, it can avoid other users from 

continuing to access this replica and causing network congestion situation, so as to reduce 

network bandwidth loading. The specific computational formula of pheromone is as 

follows:  
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(2) Once users select a replica information resource and access successfully, 

pheromone concentration of the entire replica information resource should be adjusted 

immediately. The specific computational formula is as follows:  

       

                                                                                （12） 

 

In the Formula (12), Ce refers to incentive factor after accessing a certain replica 

resource successfully and is set up as 0.8 in line with actual empirical value.  

(3) Once users select a certain replica information resource under the situation of 

accessing unsuccessfully, pheromone concentration of replica resource information 

should be adjusted immediately. The specific computational formula is as follows:  

 

 

                                                                                   （13） 

 

In the Formula (13), Cp refers to the penalty factor after accessing a certain replica 

resource successfully and is set up as 1.1 in line with actual empirical value.  

 

3.4． Setting and Selection Strategy  

As pheromone concentration of replica resources change, selective probability for users 

to select this replica also should be changed correspondingly. Probabilistic selective 

formula of the replica has the following specific calculation:  
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In the Formula (14), j and u are attained data replicas. j refers to pheromone 

concentration of replica j at the initialization time. ( )j t refers to pheromone 

concentration of replica j at t. α and β are denoted as weight factors and are set up as 0.5 

in actual experimental process. Two weight values mean that pheromone concentration in 

replica selective process is determined by initial pheromone and current pheromone 

together.  

 

3.5．Algorithm Flow  

Based on the above-mentioned formula and basic idea of the algorithm, the specific 

process of replica selection algorithm based on genetic algorithm is shown as follows:  

Step 1: Initialize the group: adopt binary coding rules to code chromosome at random 

and form an initialized group;  

Step 2: Calculate in line with fitness function: According to network condition in cloud 

storage environment, replica service condition and transmission network bandwidth, etc., 

consumption situation, calculate fitness in accordance with fitness function;  

Step 3: Initialize pheromone: According to the fitness formula in Step (2), calculate 

initial pheromone concentration of all replicas; 

Step 4: Calculate selective probability of replica resources: By setting up selective 

probability formula of replica resources, calculate selective probability of every replica in 

cloud storage environment;  
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Step 5: Update pheromone concentration: By setting up pheromone updating formula, 

conduct update processing on pheromone concentration of every replica in replica 

resources; 

Step 6: Judge ultimate terminal condition: According to setting threshold value, judge 

whether the algorithm satisfies ultimate iteration conditions. Once it satisfies, the 

algorithm will be calculated. Otherwise, it shifts to Step 4. 

Table 1. The Configuration Situation of Sites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Algorithm Simulation Experiment and Result Analysis  
 

4.1．Experimental Environment  

This paper mainly adopts Optorsim simulator to conduct simulation experiment on 

replica dynamic selective mechanism of cloud storage based on genetic algorithm and 

verifies experimental results by comparing and analyzing experiment. In the experiment, 

network topological graph adopted is shown in Figure 2. Grid in the figure refers to 

gridding sites. There are a total of 10 sites. The configuration situation of sites is shown in 

Table 1.  

 

Figure 2. Network Topological Graph 

In the experiment simulation process, request replica is primarily distributed in cloud 

storage environment at random and comes from different clients to execute in the parallel 
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manner. In the accessing process, the same replica at a moment only can accept on client 

request. If the situation that multiple clients request simultaneously appears, some clients 

have to wait until this replica can access.  

 

4.2． Analysis of Experimental Results  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Average Time of Gridding Operation Completion 

In the Table 1, CE represents the number ofcomputing elements in every site. SE refers 

to the number of storage elements in every node. The remaining one presents linkage 

information and bandwidth information between mutual nodes. 0 means there is no 

connection. In the experimental process, first of all, the number of operation is set up as 

10. Average time of operation through the simulation experiment is shown in Figure 3. 

The average time of operation at Site 7 is shown in Figure 4.  

It can be observed from Figure 3 and Figure 4 that in the situation of setting up 

operation number as 10, compared with two other strategies, the replica selection strategy 

based on genetic algorithm has reduced operation time in the entire cloud storage 

environment and single gridding site environment and can improve access speed of users 

to a certain extent. However, the improved effect is not obvious.  

Based on such a situation, the operation number is adjusted 50 and 100 from 10 to 

carry out simulation experiment. The experimental results are shown in Figure 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Average Time of Operation Completion at Site 7 
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Figure 5. Average Time of Operation Completion 

It is obviously noted from Figure 5 that with the constant increase of operation number, 

the replica selection strategy of cloud storage environment proposed in this paper and 

based on genetic algorithm can improve average time of operation completion in the 

entire data environment significantly and enhance entire gridding performance.  

 

5. Conclusions 

Aiming the replica optimization problem in cloud storage environment of massive data 

and on the basis of analyzing replica selection problems, this paper come up with a replica 

dynamic update selection algorithm based on genetic principle. Experimental simulation 

indicates that this algorithm has better performance for cloud storage of massive data, 

reduce operation time of replica, reduce average delay of network and realize the load 

balance between nodes effectively.  
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